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Abstract

Why do some groups escalate in response to lethal repression and others do not?

Previous studies find conflicting results; few examine repression and dissident behavior

at the sub-national level. The treatment of repression has been inconsistent - some

scholars use it as a dependent variable, others an independent variable, most examine

repression only at the state level. Few assess the duration or sequencing of repression

due to limited data. Protest has been largely dichotomized as nonviolent or violent,

though both tactics may occur simultaneously during a movement. In this study, I

break down repression by lethality, location, and consistency to evaluate how these

different characteristics affect dissident behavior. Consistent with previous studies, I

group protests into violent and non-violent events using daily-level data from the Social

Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD), but treat them as concurrent processes. Due to

data constraints, the results are considered a preliminary first step.
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1 Introduction

Why do some groups escalate in response to lethal repression and others do not? Of the

more than 2000 non-violent anti-government protest events across Africa since 1990, nearly

a fifth of dissident groups associated with these protests have shifted from nonviolent to

violent tactics. While most non-violent events do not escalate, some groups shift to violent

tactics. What explains the difference in dissident behavior?

Christian Davenport (2007) refers to conflicting findings in the repression-dissent litera-

ture as the ”Punishment Puzzle”, implying repression scholars have examined the relation-

ship for decades but have yet to arrive at a consensus. Results have been indeterminate

across studies that examine the effect of repression on protest and vice versa. Sometimes

repression deters protest (Hibbs 1973); more often it may escalate (Francisco 1996; Lich-

bach and Gurr 1981; Hess and Martin 2006); sometimes it presents as an inverted-U shape

(Muller 1985); positively and/or inversely linear (Moore 1998; Rasler 1996); and changes

dissident behavior only in long term (Gurr and Moore 1997). Additionally, Opp and Roehl

(1990) suggest the effects of repression may vary based on the type of repression used and

the perception of its legitimacy.

In this study, I examine the effect of location and repression on dissident behavior. I

argue lethal repression will incite violent dissent in urban and rural areas, however the type

of violence will vary across space. Moderate and radical groups will react in two ways:

demobilize or escalate. Whether repression causes a group to retreat or choose violence

depends on location.

In this first section, I present the literature on repression and protest. First, I review

the contradictory findings on how repression affects protest, noting few studies examine

repression sub-nationally or with respect to timing. Next, I present a theoretical argument

of how repression affects moderate and radical protesters in urban and rural locations. This

is followed by an overview of data from the Social Conflict Analysis Database (SCAD) and

methodology. I conclude with a discussion of the analytical results and suggestions for future
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subnational repression data collection.

2 Repression

Studies show an increase in the cost of demonstration will demobilize protesters (Balbus 1973;

Lichbach 1984; Opp and Roehl 1990). Others suggest repression deters both present and

future dissent by demonstrating the regimes willingness and capacity to overcome demon-

strators (Pierskalla 2010). On the other hand, repression can have an opposite effect and

instead incite dissent. Opp and Roehl (1990) suggest this trend is due to the response of

bystanders, or civilian non-participants. First, bystanders may regard repression as immoral

and feel obligated to support the movement and even engage in violence especially if the

target of the regime is viewed as legitimate or innocent (Goldstone 2001). Second, repres-

sion may cause alienation from the political system and lead to more protest if the public

believes institutions can be changed via protest. Repression may also have long-term effects

by increasing levels of future collective action as the focus shifts from the original aims of

the protest to the coercive state policies. Hirsch (1990) argues repression has a radicaliz-

ing effect as it reinforces commitment and increases willingness of individuals to escalate

their behavior. In the same vein, Opp and Roehl (1990) find radicalization occurs only if

repression is perceived as illegitimate.

Lichbach (1987) approaches repression in a multidimensional way, examining the effects

by both type (lethal or nonlethal) and consistency of coercive policy (accommodate or pun-

ish) on nonviolent and violent protest behavior. From his model, I utilize two propositions:

1) An opposition group shifts its tactics in response to government coercive policy and 2)

Consistent accommodative or repressive policies will lead to a decrease in dissent and incon-

sistency will increase dissident activity.

Tactical substitution has been observed when the state oscillates between accommoda-

tion and repression or escalates the use of force. Generally, the social movement literature
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demonstrates social movement organizations (SMOs) will innovate in response to external

challenges (Earl 2011). In response to changing conditions, new forms of resistance will

emerge in an effort to outwit or evade security forces (McAdam 1983). Lichbach argues

tactical substitution is a difficult process to track, leading to conflicting findings on the

relationship between repression and protest.

Lichbach (1987) uses a rational actor model to analyze the action-reaction dynamic be-

tween the target and opposition. Within this model, the regime (target) responds to a

non-violent protest (opposition) by accommodating or repressing protesters. If the regime

chooses the latter, repression may be lethal or non-lethal. The regimes reaction affects dis-

sident choice to engage in violent or nonviolent protest. If violently repressed, dissident

behavior is likely to change from nonviolent to violent protest. Specifically, the radical

flank effect may occur, in which moderate protesters demobilize, leaving militants in control.

Demobilization and radicalization may be concurrent processes.

In this study, I treat the repression-dissent interaction as sequential and time sensitive.

This is an improvement of Moore’s (1998) approach, which examines repressive events as

moves and sequences, but does not explore the effect of time. Sequences that follow within

a week are treated the same as sequences that occur over a series of months or a year.

Regardless, Moore emphasizes the importance of event sequencing.

While scholars have examined context and types of repression, I argue consistency also

matters. The effect of repression on dissident behavior is interactive and influenced by

previous outcomes. Because of the path dependency, it is insufficient to examine repression

as a sequence of events over time without paying attention to frequency, consistency, and

order.

This research is a step toward better understanding how multiple dimensions of repres-

sion effect dissident behavior, however conceptualization of consistency differs across these

studies. I contribute another approach by examining how the time between repressive events

varies across urban-rural areas and its effect on dissident adaptation and participation. Dav-
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enport (2007) discusses sub-national repression, claiming state regulatory reach diminishes

with distance from urban areas. Christensen (2017) takes it a step further, finding repression

is less frequent, but more lethal, in rural areas. Building on previous work, I examine the

effect of sub-national repression on nonviolent and violent protest.

The relationship between repression and geography is the newest frontier and recent

work is limited. Christensen (2017) finds the lethality and frequency of repression varies

across rural and urban areas in Africa. Building on this, I contribute to the repression-

dissent literature by examining how the variation of state repression affects mobilization. The

micro-analysis of repression and its application to social movements is an under-theorized

area of study that may illuminate the repression-dissent process and bring us a step closer

to understanding conflicting results within the literature.

2.1 Targeting

The state has the ability to discriminate in its use of force. Focused repressive measures, or

discriminate violence, can end a movement or drive it underground. Indeterminate repression

increases supporters of the movement while becoming more radicalized (Goldstone 2001).

Targeting groups may push radicals to more violent forms of action, push moderates into

the arms of conservatives, and a combination of repression and facilitation can produce

terrorism (della Porta 1995). This alteration between violence and negotiation is more likely

to occur in urban areas due to higher information environment, allowing the regime to

identify moderates and radicals. Consistent with della Porta (1995), terrorism should occur

in urban areas.

If the regime cannot identify dissident types, it will engage in unpredictable behavior

(Koopmans 2009). Instead of targeting select groups of people, the regime may repress

indiscriminately or at random. The ability to distinguish between good and bad protesters

is based on the conception of legitimate protest. This process underlies the radical flank

effect, where the state identifies groups with tolerable causes and represses other groups that
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fit disreputable stereotypes (della Porta and Fillieule 2009). Brutal policing of select groups

may increase the probability of future protest while demobilizing moderate allies.

3 Dissident Behavior

3.1 Participation

Snow and Soule (2010) argue participation is a sequential process with varying degrees. There

is a gap between the willingness and actual participation due to cost and risk calculations.

Willingness translates into action if the cost of doing nothing exceeds the cost to participate

or the benefits outweigh the cost. Benefits that are distributed selectively should deter free

riding by non participants. Participation in high risk and high cost activities is more likely to

include radicals with higher degrees of commitment. Where cost of participation is high due

to distance, resources, transportation, and more and high risk due to higher probability of

lethal repression, the greater likelihood political opposition will building a base for continuous

protest, or sustained insurgency (Snow and Soule 2010). When opponents remain active

over a long period of time, bystanders will turn into participants in an effort to end the

inconvenience produced by the issue (Gamson 2009). Individuals choose to participate in

protest for three main reasons: desire to change their circumstances, inclusion in their group,

and self expression (Klandermans 2009).

3.2 Demobilization

Repression may result in divisions between moderate and radical groups that co-exist in the

same movement. A movement may execute a dominant strategy, but this does not imply

consensual support among adherents, especially when desire for tactical innovation rises as

response to repression (Snow and Soule 2010). Division over tactical violence may demobilize

segments of the movement. Other reasons for demobilization include loss of urgency and

changing goals (Klandermans 2009).
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When moderate protesters are accommodated and radical protesters repressed by the

regime, moderates are institutionalized and included in the political process. The repressed

group is further marginalized and continues to radicalize, implying moderate and radical

groups mobilize differently in response to the regime’s decision to accommodate or re-

press. Further, public perception of the movement not only affects regime response, but

also whether the protesters operate in public or underground. The more threatening or rev-

olutionary movements are more likely to operate underground (Snow and Soule 2010). This

implies radicals in urban areas are more likely to engage in clandestine operations where the

watchful eye of the regime is most present.

Radicalization dominates where there is lower institutional access and the regime is un-

willing to reform (Koopmans 2009). This willingness to accommodate or repress protesters

varies across urban and rural areas (Christensen 2017). Klandermans (2009) focuses on the

process of how sympathizers become participants. He finds sympathizers are likely to become

motivated to participate if they’re targeted by the regime. Because repression is more likely

to be lethal and indiscriminate in rural areas, there should be more participation, higher

commitment, and more uniformed response across moderate and radical groups.

3.3 Innovation

Tactical innovation is a function of interaction between challengers and authorities tasked

with repression. Factors that lead to tactical innovation include changing institutions, com-

peting movements, technological development (social media, encrypted texting), public per-

ception, and regime reaction (Snow and Soule 2010). Innovative decline occurs when security

forces cause members to return to private life, leaving the field in control of militant forces.

Disruption splits movements into moderate majorities and militant minorities (della Porta

and Tarrow 1986). There are three repertoires of contention: disruption, violence, and

contained. Violence is easiest to initiate, but limited to small groups with fewer resources

(Tarrow 2011).
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3.4 Geography

Snow and Soule (2010) argue ecological factors affect the movement of dissidents. While

immediate associations may be limited by the state, human interactions still occur outside

the peripheral of the regime. Quasi-public and private places beyond the direct gaze of the

regime serve as areas in which to organize. Rural areas are outside the regulatory reach of

the regime, providing conditions for anti-regime organization and strategy building.

4 Theory

In this section, I present a theory of repression and dissident tactical choices across urban

and rural areas. First, I conceptualize repression, protest, and other key variables of interest.

Second, I discuss the dynamic between lethal repression, moderate, and radical groups in

urban and rural areas.

In consensus with most scholars, political repression refers to actions targeting individu-

als and groups currently or potentially associated with non-institutional endeavors aimed at

political or social change (Earl 2011). Adapting definitions from the Social Conflict Analy-

sis Database (SCAD), lethal repression refers to ”mass killings, snipers, open fire, deaths”

(Saleyhan and Hendrix 2012). State actors may take lethal or non-lethal action against

demonstrators. In response, demonstrators may choose between two forms of dissent: non-

violent or violent. Non-violent resistance does not threaten or harm the physical well-being

of the opponent. Violent resistance involves the use of force to physically harm or threaten

to harm the opponent.

Repression is expected to simultaneously increase and decrease protest on the state level

due to varied dynamics across urban and rural areas. Christensen (2017) theorizes leaders

perceive large protests to be more threatening than smaller protests and will intervene in

urban areas more frequently than in rural areas. It may also be the case that intervention is

more frequent in the capital, and other large urban areas, where the cost of repression is lower
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as more people are subject to the regulatory efforts of the regime (Davenport 1995). For this

reason, governments will intervene in urban demonstrations more often to manage threats,

but are less likely to use lethal repression. Wary of inciting backlash from citizen bystanders,

the government must be discerning in the use of state violence in densely populated urban

environments.

Lichbach (1987) models the repression-dissent relationship, demonstrating lethal and

consistent force will demobilize opposition, decrease nonviolent dissent and increasing violent

dissent simultaneously. These outcomes are dependent on the consistency of repression.

Consistency is indicated by an unchanging policy of either accommodation or repression.

Gallagher-Cunningham and Beaulieu (2010) adapt his definition to capture whether the state

uniformly responds to specific dissident actions or if the use of force against the same action

varies. In this study, consistency is based on the time between repressive events. States

that employ force for multiple days in a row consistently uses repression. If time (days,

weeks, months) passes between repressive events, repression is considered less consistent (or

inconsistent). The degree and frequency of repression may vary depending on the identity,

legitimacy, demands, and public support of the opposition (Tarrow 2011). For example,

South Korean security apparatus was found to be less tolerant of protest by workers than

student and peasant protesters (Nam 2006).

Sidney Tarrow identifies institutionalization and radicalization as mechanisms for demo-

bilization. Institutionalization occurs when a social movement organization is incorporated

into the political process and radicalization is the shift of an organization toward ”increased

assertiveness” (190:2011). I expect consistent repression will result in the radicalization of

non-violent protesters, specifically in rural areas. Urban areas are less likely to experience

this switch for two reasons: people are more willing to participate if the cost is low due the

free rider problem (Olson 1965), the cost is lowered with high number of participants, and

large protests are more likely in urban areas because of population density. Assuming the

coercive policy is consistent (no substitution or alternation), but the consistency of lethal
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and nonlethal repression varies across urban and rural areas, I expect:

• Brutal repression will produce an equally violent and obstinate opposition group (Gold-

stein 1978).

• Isolated targets of lethal repression will lead to feelings of outrage and alienation that

is confined to the locality (Siegel 2011).

• Isolated targets will lead to prolonged conflict because resistance groups operate in the

periphery of the regime (Cunningham et al 2009) and often in rough terrain (Fearon

and Laitin 2003).

Based on these expectations, lethal repression is more likely to result in the emergence

of a violent opposition. If lethal repression is more frequent in rural areas, confined outrage

toward the regime may lead to communal resentment. Though less dense in population, rural

bystanders are more likely to transform into participants in response to lethal repression.

In rural areas, lethal repression is expected to be indiscriminate due to the low information

environment.

If rural areas are less prone to the regulatory effects of the regime, I expect lethal repres-

sion will be inconsistent as the state is constrained by monetary costs. Tilly (2006) suggests

low-capacity regimes exercise greater control over their operating bases, but ”intervene in

contention much less vigorously, effectively, and continuously outside that zone”. I argue

these brief, but deadly, interventions in rural areas foster conditions for organized violent

opposition. Violent resistance may be justified as a response to indiscriminate lethal repres-

sion. Violence may be better organized due to inconsistent repression, giving more time for

dissidents to assess, organize, and make tactical decisions before the next event.

When repression is consistent, tactical adaptation is unlikely as the states presence is

more likely to stifle opportunity for mobilization and reorganization. This argument is

based on the principle of ”interactive determination”, in which individuals and society exist

only within relation to each other and can only be understood in terms of their interaction
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(Snow and Soule 2010:150). Consistent with this principle, McAdam (1983) finds tactical

innovation (adjustments made in response to interaction with external actors) is a function

of an interactive process between challengers and opponents. Higher event consistency may

also dampen bystander participation. If prolonged repression deters dissent in the short-

term (Rasler 1996), I expect stagnant or decreased participation as bystanders will perceive

participation as high risk and too costly (Snow and Soule 2010:116).

Tilly (2003) discusses a boundary created between an ”in” and ”out” group. This bound-

ary creates legitimate targets for the in-group. I argue if more groups are excluded from the

executive coalition, in-group state repression is likely to be more indiscriminate (Juergens-

meyer 2003). Considering Tarrows explanations for variation of repression, I argue lethal

repression and violent dissent is driven identity and perceptions of legitimacy. I use a measure

of group exclusion at the executive level as a proxy for the othering effect.

Institutional expression is the process by which grievances may be received and govern-

ment is held accountable to its citizens. Based on the Polity IV codes institutional expres-

sion as ”multiparty system, openness, and competition” (Marshall and Jaggers 2006). It is

expected less institutional expression will result in more violent dissident behavior, as oppor-

tunities for communicating political grievances are limited (Saiya 2015). Tilly (2006) finds

democratic regimes produce a high concentration of social movements because of protected

rights such as freedom of speech, association, and assembly. In regimes without political

expression, dissidents will adapt contentious behavior to coerce government into accom-

modating demands (Tarrow 2011). Piazza (2017) finds domestic terrorism increases when

specific forms of repression shut down channels of non-violent dissent, thus exacerbating

group grievances.

I argue lethal repression has different effects on moderate and radical protesters based

on location. In rural areas, I expect indiscriminate lethal repression will result in a uniform

response from both moderate and radicals. Repression is assumed to be indiscriminate due

to low information environments in rural areas. It is more difficult for the regime to identify
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radical targets without mapping personal social networks or gathering intelligence. On the

other hand, urban areas are high information environments and the regime is more capable of

targeting radical protesters. Discriminate lethal repression will split the resistance between

radicals and moderates. Moderate protesters are expected to demobilize as they are brought

into the political system through policy accommodation and the dissemination of public

goods; targeted radicals will escalate to violence in response

Additionally, the groups that escalate to violence in rural and urban areas are expected

to differ. Violent rural groups are more likely to become rebel insurgent movements and

violent urban groups are more likely to become terrorist groups. This alteration between

violence and negotiation is more likely to occur in urban areas due to higher information

environment, allowing the regime to identify moderates and radicals. Consistent with della

porta (1995), terrorism should occur in urban areas.

In rural areas, the time between repressive events creates the opportunity for protesters

to acquire resources, claim territory, and organize military-style campaigns and resources

(barricades, armed forces, weapons, armory). Within the terrorism literature, there is de-

bate on what defines a terrorist organization. De la Calle and Sanchez-Cuenca (2011) argue

territorial claims are the defining feature of an insurgent over a terrorist group. Territory

allows violent resistance groups to operate openly and recruit moderate and radical partici-

pants. The lack of territory drives groups underground and engage in clandestine activities.

These groups are more likely to attract radical participants as the risk of participation is

higher.

Terrorist groups are expected to emerge in urban areas as targeted radicals will have less

time to organize and obtain resources. Due to the high information environment, violent

protesters will engage in clandestine activity. Furthermore, consistent repression creates

conditions that limit tactics available to the violent protest group. While rural protest groups

engage in military-style campaigns, urban protesters have less time and fewer participants,

and will turn to weapons of the weak (bombings, hijacking, assassinations, kidnapping).
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• H1: Lethal repression increases violent dissent among moderates and radicals in rural

areas.

• H2: Lethal repression demobilizes moderates and increases violence among radicals in

urban areas.

5 Data and Methodology

Using logistic regression analysis, I test the relationship between repression and violent

protest using data from the Social Conflict in Analysis Database (SCAD). The dataset

includes information on protests, riots, strikes, government repression, and other conflict

related events (Saleyhan and Hendrix 2012). The unit of analysis is event-target and is

limited to African countries with a population of at least 1 million from 1990 through 2005.

Table 1 shows the summary statistics for this data.

Table 1: Summary Statistics

mean sd min max
Follow Violence .097479 .2968585 0 1
Repression .405042 .4913132 0 1
Urban .7630252 .4255845 0 1
Power Sharing .497479 .5004143 0 1
Institutional Expression 3.085714 .7231485 2 4
Executive Exclusion .2266861 .2706472 0 .919598
Polity2 -1.594958 5.205764 -9 9
Population 9.725268 1.108597 6.802395 11.67757
Ethnic Fractualization .6568892 .2301027 .1511 .952575
GDP/capita 1.312769 .889709 .4007568 3.615953
Mountainous Terrain 8.420966 13.20846 0 82.20001
N 595

In addition, I use data from Polity IV (Marshall and Jaggers 2006), Ethnic Power Rela-

tions Dataset (Wimmer, Cederman, and Min 2009), and variables from Fearon and Laitin

(2003). There are limitations to the SCAD data, given the number of unattributed anti-

government activities and ambiguous coding choices regarding event clustering. Due to
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constraints, I make tentative claims about factors that influence dissident behavior across

Africa. I apply t-tests to examine the effect of repression on moderate and radical groups.

Some items remain untested due to data limitations. Sub-national repression data, specif-

ically on the daily or weekly level, is not currently available. Additionally, I am unable to

directly test the effects of repression on moderate and radical groups.

To capture consistency, I considered calculating days between anti-government events

that experienced all forms of repression using data from the SCAD. Next, I would create an

ordinal variable capturing repressive activity that is most consistent (0 days between events)

to least consistent (above the average number of days between repressive events). This is

problematic for three reasons:

• SCAD coding protocol links events that are close together with same actors based on

momentum within a period. What may be multiple, separate events can be coded as

one and underestimate the number of days passing between events. It is unclear how

much time constitutes a ”period” and what constitutes ”momentum”.

• Clustering events with the same actors, location, and motivations within a period loses

information regarding state and dissident behavioral changes within the same event, if

any.

• SCAD data capture daily level anti-government events and the presence and type of

repression. Measuring repression consistency requires daily level data of repressive

events separately from the anti-government protest. Creating a variable with this cur-

rent data, the best available, requires an assumption that repression starts and ends in

tandem with anti-government events and is consistent throughout the duration. With-

out coding repression data independent from dissident events, it is unknown whether

repression begins at the beginning, middle, or end of a protest. It is also unknown

whether force is used multiple days in a row or if intervals of time passed between

repressive events.
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6 Dependent Variable

The dependent variable is Follow Up Violence and captures violent anti-government demon-

strations that take place within 2 months of the target event. Target events are all nonviolent

protests against the centralized government. SCAD coders use ”organized demonstrations,

spontaneous organizations, general strikes, and limited strikes” as indicators for nonviolent

events. These events were geographically matched to ensure follow up events are a reaction

to lethal repression of nonviolent protest in the same area. Out of 394 events that switched

tactics, 100 violent events were after nonlethal repression and 72 events occurred after lethal

repression.

Figure 1: Repression Type and Follow Up Violence

Figure 1 shows the average of violent anti-government protests that follow different types

of repression. Violence occurs more frequently after lethal repression than non-lethal repres-

sion. Intuitively, violence is less common if there is no repression. There is a weak trend

showing repression lethality increases violence - but among which groups?

7 Independent Variables

Repression is a dichotomous variable indicating non-lethal and lethal types of force. The

urban variable is a dummy measure of whether the event occurred in major urban areas with

a population greater than 100,000.

Power Sharing is a dummy variable indicating the division of executive power among

leaders that identify as a member of a particular ethnic group. Power sharing and the

executive exclusion variable are both from the Ethnic Power Relations dataset (Wimmer,

Cederman, and Min 2003). Executive exclusion provides information regarding the popula-

tion excluded from the ruling coalition relative to politically relevant population at the state

level. This variable is 0,1 with 1 being the highest amount of excluded groups relative to
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politically relevant groups.

Institutional Expression is captured by participation regulation, or parreg, from the Polity

IV dataset. Participation is ”regulated to the extent that there are binding rules on when,

whether, and how political preferences are expressed”. There are five categories, ranging from

unregulated (no systematic regime controls) to regulated (regular competition by political

groups without coercion). The regime variable, polity2, is a variable on the scale of -10 (most

autocratic) to 10 (most democratic). Population, ethnic fractualization, GDP per capita, and

mountainous terrain data are from Fearon and Laitin (2003). I use ethnic fractualization to

demonstrate results are not driven by high numbers of ethnic groups as this is not reflective of

the othering effect. Mountainous terrain is included as a control variable to reduce the effect

of geographical barriers on mobilization. I include GDP per capita to test the alternative

explanation that individual frustrations, not opportunity structures or cost-benefit analysis

by rational protesters, incite collective violence. This is based on the relative deprivation

theory that explains dissent as a symptom of unmet expectations and feelings of deprivation

in relation to others; violent protest is triggered by a ”frustration-aggression mechanism”

(Gurr 1970).

8 Analysis

Table 2 shows the logistic regression analysis of lethal repression and violent protest. Model

1 tests the effect of repression on violent dissent in rural areas; model 2 tests the same

relationship in urban locations. To avoid overestimating the effect of repression on violent

escalation, I include covariates that have been shown to influence violent dissidence by pre-

vious studies. For example, Piazza (2017) shows the absence of political expression increases

terrorist activity; civil liberties increase terrorism in democracies (Li 2005); poverty and

rough terrain create conditions for insurgency (Fearon and Laitin 2003).

The results in model 1 support hypothesis 1. Lethal repression is shown to increase the
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Table 2: Logistic Regression

(1) (2)
Rural Urban

Repression 2.834∗ -0.186
(2.00) (-0.26)

Power sharing -2.434∗∗ 1.180∗∗

(-2.83) (2.78)
Institutional Expression -3.084∗ -0.742

(-2.08) (-0.97)
Executive Expression 3.181 1.452

(1.22) (1.80)
Polity2 -0.277 -0.219

(-1.20) (-1.50)
Population (log) -0.247 0.224

(-0.65) (0.79)
Ethnic Fractualization 2.914 0.0917

(1.43) (0.06)
GDP/capita 1.558∗∗ 0.404

(2.89) (0.57)
Mountainous Terrain -0.000923 0.00840

(-0.05) (0.50)
Constant 4.821 -4.554

(1.32) (-1.05)
N 66 201
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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likelihood of follow up violence in rural areas. Additionally, GDP per capita also increases

the likelihood of violence. This relationship may be attributed to the unequal distribution

of wealth. The overall wealth of the country may be increasing, but not every citizen will

reap the benefits. Consistent with the Relative Deprivation theory, the distance between

expectations and reality may manifest in individual-level frustrations and escalate to violence

(Gurr 1970).

Alternatively, power sharing and institutional expression decreases the likelihood of follow

up violence in rural areas. Power sharing may reduce violence if rural enclaves have a

representative in the executive coalition to act in the group’s interest. Institutional expression

may decrease the likelihood of violent tactics as protesters have a range of channels for

additional political expression. Model 1 tentatively implies repression will mobilize some

groups, while institutional expression and power sharing demobilizes other protesters.

Model 2 does not support hypothesis 2, which states lethal repression will increase follow

up violence in urban areas. Interestingly, the coefficient for power sharing is positive and

significant, suggesting increased division of power across ethnic groups increases the likeli-

hood of violence. Assuming urban areas are more diverse, protesters may be motivated by

issues that effect a larger population regardless of ethnicity.

Table 3: Conditional Logistic Regression

(1) (2) (3)
Both Rural Urban

Non-lethal Repress 0.258 1.734∗ -0.0805
(0.74) (2.43) (-0.20)

Lethal Repress -0.239 -0.263 -0.0596
(-0.48) (-0.28) (-0.09)

Urban -0.741∗∗

(-2.62)
N 587 94 433
t statistics in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 3 shows the effect of non-lethal and lethal repression on follow up violence. In model

1, the coefficient for ”Urban” is negative and statistically significant, supporting hypothesis
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2. Violence in urban areas is more likely deterred where security forces are present. The

threat of repression may demobilize or intimidate protesters from escalation.

The estimation results in model 2 demonstrate non-lethal repression increases the likeli-

hood of follow up violence in rural areas. Hypothesis 1 is not supported as it was expected

lethal repression will increase violence. When the regime chooses non-lethal repression, it

neither accommodates demands nor intimidates protesters to demobilize.

Figures 2 and 3 represent difference in means tests across rural and urban areas. Figure

2 shows lethal repression increases violence when there is no shared power among leaders

of different ethnic groups. This result supports hypothesis 1, in which lethal repression

increases follow up violence. Lethal repression decreases violence where there is shared

power, assuming co-ethnic leaders represent the protester’s interests.

Figure 3 shows lethal repression decreases violence in urban areas when there is not

shared power. This test contradicts hypothesis 2 as lethal repression is expected to increase

violent protest. In contrast to figure 2, lethal repression increases violence where power is

shared, suggesting issues in urban areas are not limited to specific ethnic groups. However,

the difference is marginal.

Figure 2: Difference in means test across power sharing groups in rural areas

Figure 3: Difference in means test across power sharing groups in urban areas
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9 Discussion

Why do some groups respond to repression with violence and others do not? Building

on repression and social movement literature, I examine the effect of repression on future

dissident behavior across urban and rural locations. Depending on location, lethal repression

should affect different groups simultaneously. In urban areas, the regime can target radical

and moderate members by monitoring online speech, tracing in-person social networks, and

collecting information via clandestine intelligence operatives. The regime does not have the

same access to information in rural areas, resulting in the use of indiscriminate violence. The

information environment affects whether the regime employs discriminate or indiscriminate

violence against moderate and radical protesters. Indiscriminate violence in rural areas

should result in a uniform response, pushing both moderate and radical protesters toward

more extreme tactics. Violence against urban radicals will also motivate violent behavior,

but the type of violence should differ across urban and rural spaces. Terrorist activity

is expected to develop in urban areas due to consistent state intervention, driving violent

protesters underground. Insurgency is expected to develop in rural areas where repression is

inconsistent. The state’s inability to consistently police rural spaces creates the conditions for

radical protesters to organize resources (such as participants, arms, territory) and tactically

adapt.

I tested the effect of repression on future dissident behavior and found support for hy-

pothesis 1. Increased repression will increase the likelihood of violence in rural areas. This

result is further supported by a difference in means test, showing this relationship occurs

where power is not shared. Hypothesis 2 is unsupported by the tests. Instead, I find lethal

repression decreases future violence in urban areas where power is not shared.

There are parts of the theory that are not tested due to data limitations. Whether

radical or moderate groups are targeted and subsequently demobilized is not among the

results listed. Future research requires the identification of groups participating in an event

and coding tactics as ”radical” or ”moderate” with consideration to the regime’s perception.
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Additionally, daily-level repression data will need to be collected to measure the amount

of time that passes between repressive events. The next step should involve in-depth case

studies, tracking both state and local security forces, and tracing protest characteristics at

the group-level to determine whether violence evolves into an insurgency or terrorism.

10 Conclusion

The primary relationship of interest is the effect of repression on dissident behavior. Do

different types of repression escalate protest? Does consistency change the type of violence

that emerges? Assuming the answers to both these questions are affirmative, a trend should

emerge across urban and rural areas. With these tentative tests, I find lethal repression

increases the likelihood of violence in rural areas. On the other hand, lethal repression

will decrease violence in urban areas. These results suggest two things: One, rural areas

are more prone to violent resistance and may create ideal conditions for growing insurgency

movements. Second, repression must be analyzed at a sub-national level to better understand

the effect of force on dissident behavior, which has yet to be deciphered by many studies.

Before this is possible, we need to focus our attention on collecting improved repression data

that can illuminate trends below the national level.
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